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58-11-20

COSMETOLOGISTS

3. Registered nurses, undertakers and morticians
laws of this state.
4. Barbers licensed under the laws of this state.
History:
C. 1953, 58-11-19, enacted
L. 1961, ch. 134, § 4,

by

licensed under

the

Collateral References,
Licenses~ll(l).
53 C.J.S. Licenses § 30.

58-11-20. Supersedes conflicting provisions - Separability clause.-1.
This act supersedes any conflicting provisions in chapter 1, Title 58, Utah
Code Annotated, 1953.
2. If any clause or portion of this act shall be held invalid, the decision shall not affect the validity of the remainder of the act.
History:
C. 1953, 68-11-20, enacted
L. 1961, ch, 134, § 4.

by

Collateral References.
Statutes~64(2).
82 C.J.S. Statutes § 94.

CHAPTER 12
PRACTICE
Section

OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY AND THE TREATMENT
OF HUMAN AILMENTS

58-12-1.
58-12-2.
58-12-3.
58-12-4.
58-12-5.
58-12-6.
58-12-7.
58-12-8.
58-12-9.
58-12-10.
58-12-11.
58-12-12.
58-12-13.
58-12-14,
58-12-15.
58-12-16.
58-12-17.
58-12-18.
58-12-19.
58-12-20.
58-12-21.
58-12-22.
58-12-23.
58-12-24.
58-12-25.
58-12-26.
58-12-27.
58-12-28.
58-12-29.
58-12-30.
58-12-31.
58-12-32.

Qualifications.
Requirements from applicants.
License--Several
classes-Definitions.
Recordation of license.
Repealed.
Osteopaths-As
physician only.
Osteopaths-As
physician and surgeon.
Treatment without drugs or surgery.
Obstetrics-Requirements
from applicants.
Examinations-Fees.
Times for holding examinations.
Repealed.
Scope for practice without drugs or surgery.
Examination of applicants licensed to practice without drugs to practice in all branches.
Repealed.
Fees for license without examination.
"Practicing medicine" defined-Exceptions.
"Unprofessional
conduct" defined.
Use of antiseptics-Antidotes
permitted.
Fraud and fraudulent practices-Penalty.
Unauthorized practice--Penalty.
N aturopaths-Educational
requirements.
No civil liability for emergency care rendered by licensee.
Chiropractors-Requirements
for annual renewal of license.
Physicians serving upon, or persons furnishing information to, utilization review committees-Immunity
from liability.
Medical Practice Act-Short
title.
Medical Practice Act-Purpose.
Medical Practice Act-Definitions.
Medical Practice Act-Other
practitioners-Right
to use antiseptic
precautions and antidotes preserved.
Medical Practice Act-Practice
of medicine without license a felony
- Exceptions.
Medical Practice Act-Applicant
for license---{;Jualifications.
Medical Practice Act-Applicants
for license--Graduates
of foreign
medical schools.
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58-12-33.
58-12-34.
58-12-35.
58-12-36.
58-12-37.
58-12-38,
58-12-39.
58-12-40.

Medical Practice Act-Applicants
for license-Obtaining
license without examination.
Medical Practice Act-Temporary
license,
Medical Practice Act-Disciplinary
actions--Powers
of department.
Medical Practice Act-"Unprofessional
conduct" defined.
Medical Practice Act-Commitment
for mental illness--Automatic
suspension of license.
Medical Practice Act-Scope
of act.
Medical Practice Act-"Good
Samaritan Statute" to apply.
Physicians' assistants.

58-12-1. Qualifi.cations.-Any resident of the state twenty-one years
old who possesses the necessary qualifications of learning and ability may
apply for a license to practice medicine or any of the other systems or
methods of treating human ailments, or to practice obstetrics, within the
state of Utah.
mstory:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 3; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-1.
Cross-References.
Committees for these practitioners,
581-5.
Professional
Corporation Act, 16-11-1 et
seq.
Constitutionality.
The provisions of this chapter are constitutional.
People v. Hasbrouck,
11 U.
291, 39 P. 918; State v. Waldram, 64 U.
406, 231 P. 431.
Legislature,
in exercise of police power
of state, has authority,
for protection
of
health and safety of citizens, to determine
and prescribe
qualifications
necessary to
practice medicine, surgery, or obstetrics
within state. Board of Medical Examiners
of Utah v. Blair, 57 U. 516, 196 P. 221.
The right given to board of medical
examiners to regulate practice of medicine
is not for benefit or protection of members
of medical fraternity,
but rather for creation of method of procedure to protect
health of community, and hence does not
violate provision of Constitution prohibiting the granting of privileges.
Board of
Medical Examiners
of Utah v. Blair, 57
U. 516, 196 P. 221.
Collateral R.eferences.
Physicians and Surgeons¢,,4,
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
Physicians and Surgeons, 61 Am. Jur. 2d
122, Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers § 1 et seq.
Ability to pay as factor in determining
reasonableness
of charge of physician or
surgeon, 97 A. L. R. 2d 1232.
Charae.ter and extent of surgical operation authorized by patient, 56 A. L. R. 2d
695.
Consent as condition of right to perform
surgical operation, 139 A. L. R. 1370.

Demand upon his services by other patients as defense to action against physician or surgeon for neglecting a patient,
57 A. L. R. 2d 379.
Duty and liability of physician or surgeon in pregnancy
and childbirth
cases,
99 A. L. R. 2d 1336, 99 A. L. R. 2d 1398.
Exclusion of, or discrimination
against,
physician or surgeon by hospital, 37 A. L.
R. 3d 645.
Liability for injury by X-ray, 41 A. L.
R. 2d 329.
Liability
of operating surgeon for negligence of nurse assisting him, 12 A. L. R.
3d 1017.
Liability of physician or surgeon where
patient dies while under anesthetic, 53 A.
L. R. 2d 142.
Liability
of physician or surgeon who
abandons case, 57 A. L. R. 2d 432.
Malpractice,
physician's
failure to advise patient to consult specialist or one
qualified in a method of treatment which
physician is not qualified to give, 35 A. L.
R. 3d 349.
Malpractice
testimony,
competency
of
physician or surgeon from one locality to
testify, in malpractice case, as to standard
of care required of defendant
practicing
in another locality, 37 A. L. R. 3d 420.
Necessity of expert evidence to support
an action for malpractice against a physician or surgeon, 141 A. L. R. 5, 81 A. L. R.
2d 597.
Physicians
and surgeons, standard
of
skill and care required of specialist, 21 A.
L. R. 3d 953.
Physician's or surgeon's warranty of success of treatment or operation, 27 A. L. R.
1250.
Release of one responsible for injury as
affecting liability of physician or surgeon
for negligent treatment of injury, 39 A. L.
R. 3d 260.
Responsibility
of one physician or surgeon for malpractice by another, 85 A. L.
R. 2d 889.
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Law Reviews.
Note: Malpractice and the Healing Arts
-Naturopathy,
Osteopathy,
Chiropractic,
9 Utah L. Rev. 705.

Right of corporation or individual, not
himself licensed, to practice medicine, sur. gery, or dentistry
through licensed employees, 103 A. L. R. 1240.
Validity and enforceability
of contractual restrictions
on right to practice as
physician, surgeon, dentist, etc., 58 A. L.
R. 156.

58-12-2. Requirements from applicants.-Every applicant for such license must:
(1) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character.
(2) Designate in his application whether he desires to pra.ctice medicine and surgery in all branches thereof or to treat human ailments in
accordance with the tenets of the: professional school, college or ins,titution of which he is a graduate and as rec·ognized by the department of
registration.
(3) Have the preliminary and professional education provided for.
The preliminary education shall be not less than one year of training
in a college or university recognized by the Utah state department of
education. The professional education shall include a profession:al degree
granted by a school, college, university, or department thereof which is
accredited by a national professional association, recognized by the United
States Office of Education or the state dir'ec:tor of registration, at the
time the applicant graduated.
The professional school must have required four years minimum training of which tJie final year is required
in actual residency a,t the school, college, university, or department theireof
prior to granting the degree.
( 4) Pass a satisfactory examination as provided. Such examination
shall include, but shall not be limited to, the, subjects of anatomy and
histology; bacteriology; biochemistry; pathology; and physiology.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, §§ 2, 3; R. S.
1933 & C. 1943, 79-9-2; L. 1959, ch. 102, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment rewrote subd. (2)
to delete provisions relating to treatment
"without the use of drugs or medicine and
without
operative
surgery"
and added

"and as recognized by the department of
registration";
and added specific requirements in subds. (3) and (4).
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons©=:>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.

58-12-3. License-Several classes-Definitions.-The·
following classes
of licenses shall be issued :
(1) To practice medicine and surgery in all branches thereof.
(2) (a) To practice as an osteopathic physician without operative
surgery in accordance with the tenets of a professional school of osteopathy
recognized by the department of registration.
(b) To practice as an osteopathic physician and surgeon in accordance with the tenets of a professional school of oste·opathy recognized by
the department of registration.
(3) To practice the treatment of human aiilments in accordance with
the tenets of the professional school, college or institution recognized by
499
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the department of registration of which the applicant is a graduate as
designated in his application for license, but without the use of drugs o,r
medicine and without operative surgery. "Drugs and medicine" as used
herein shall mean articles intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease for which an authorized prescription
is required by law. Such articles shall not include devices or their component parts, intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment,
or prevention of disease for which an authorized prescription is not re-quired by law.
(4) To practice the treatment of human ailments in accordance with
the tenets of the professional school, college or institution recognized by
the department of registration of which the applicant is ,a gnaduate as
designated in his application for license, including the practice of obstetrics and the use of drugs and medicine, but without operative surgery,
except operative minor surgery. The term "operative minor surgery"
means the use of electrical or other methods for the surgical repair and
care incident thereto of superficial lacerations
and abrasions,, benign
superficial lesions, and the removal of foreign bodies located in the superficial structures; and the use of antisep1Jics and local anesthetics in connection therewith but it shall not include any surgery which requires blood
transfusions or the entry into the abdominal or thoracic cavity or cranium.
(5) To practice obstetrics if a valid obstetrics licens·e has been issued
and is in force p•rior to the effective date of this act for such practice.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 10; 1923, ch.
58, § 1; 1927, ch. 71, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C.
1943, 79-9-3; L, 1959, ch. 102, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment
rewrote
former
subd. (3), inserted present subd. (4), rewrote former subd. (4), designating
it as
subd. (5).
Prior to amendment
subd. (3) and former subd. (4) read: "(3) To practice the
treatment
of human ailments without the
use of drugs or medicine and without operative
surgery
in accordance
with the
tenets of the professional
school, college

or institution
of which the applicant
is a
graduate
as designated
in his application
for license; if the applicant for a license
under subsection (2) or under this subsection successfully passes the examination
in
obstetrics
the license shall also set forth
his right to practice obstetrics.
" ( 4) To practice obstetrics."
Laws 1959, ch. 102 was approved by the
governor March 18, 1959.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=o5 ( 2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 11.

DECISIONS UNDER FORMER LAW
Chiropractor.
Naturopathic physicians.
Chiropractor
held liable in malpractice
Where the statute
forbids
the use of
action for injury to his patient who had
drugs and medicine and operative surgery
to naturopathic
physicians,
the fact that
a broken hip which defendant
treated as
if patient
had rheumatism,
since person
the tenets of their profession
opened up
the field of naturopathy
to include the use
who holds himself out as a chiropractor
holds himself out as qualified to practice
of drugs, the performance
of minor surgery and the practice of obstetrics did not
medicine in all its branches excepting maauthorize
naturopathic
physicians
to use
teria medica,
therapeutics,
surgery,
obdrugs or perform minor surgery. Alexander
stetrics, and theory and practice, and ordinary licensed doctors were qualified to
v. Bennett, 5 U. (2d) 163, 298 P. 2d 823,
cert. den. 353 U. S. 923, 77 S. Ct. 681.
testify as expert witnesses as against deThe examination
of obstetrics
given to
fendant's contention that only members of
naturopaths
is not one to be given by
his school of medicine
were qualified.
their
own professional
committee
but
Walkenhorst
v. Kesler, 92 U. 312, 67 P. 2d
rather it is the same examination
as given
654.
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tive to the practice of obstetrics, and if
in the opinion of the examiners this is a
necessary, proper and efficient practice of
obstetrics,
to the extent that it comes
within such practice, naturopathic
physicians who are successful applicants
for
license to practice obstetrics can embrace
their use. Alexander v. Bennett, 5 U. (2d)
163, 298 P. 2d 823, cert. den. 353 U. S.
923, 77 s. Ct. 681.

to all applicants from the same committee.
It was not the intention of the legislature
to separate obstetrics into various degrees,
depending upon what profession is wont
to give it as a part of the tenets of their
profession.
Alexander
v. Bennett, 5 U.
(2d) 163, 298 P. 2d 823, cert. den. 353
U. S. 923, 77 S. Ct. 681.
The use of drugs and the performance
of operative surgery is a subject which
must be covered by the requirements rela-

58-12-4. Recordation of license.-Every
person granted such licens,e
slrall have· the same recorded in the office of the recorder of the· county
in which he residM within three months of its: daite. Until such licens1e
is so recorded the holder thereof shall not exe,rcise any of the privile·ges
conferred 1Jherein.
History: L. 1921, ch. 91, § 14; R. S. 1933
& c. 1943, 79-9-4.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5
( 4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 15.

Cross-Reference.
Recorder's fees, 21-2-3.

58-12-5. Repealed.
Repeal.
Section 58-12-5 (L. 1921, ch. 91, § 4;
1923, ch. 58, § l; 1925, ch. 124, § l; R. S.
1933 & C. 1943, 79-9-5), relating to the

educational requirements
for the practice
of surgery and medicine, was repealed by
Laws 1969, ch. 167, § 15. For present provisions, see 58-12-31, 58-12-32.

58-12-6. Osteopaths-As physician only.-An
applicant
desiring to
practice as an osteopathic physician only, without recourse to operative surgery in any of its branches, must have saitisfactorHy completed an approved course of study in a high school or other equivalent school having
a course of study requiring an attendance through four school years; and
in addition thereto the applicant shall be a graduate of a profess~onal
school or college of osteopathy, legally chartere,d, which required as a
prerequisite to graduation the completion of at least 4,422 hours of class
work covering the standard American Osteopathic Association curriculum
and gave, instruction in all of the subjects necessary to educate a thoroughly
competent general practitioner.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 4; 1923, ch.
58, § 1; 1925, ch. 124, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C.
1943, 79-9-6.

70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
Osteopathy, 61 Am. Jur. 2d 145, Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers § 22.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).

Care and skill required of a chiropractor or osteopath, 19 A. L. R. 2d 1188.

58-12-7. Osteopaths-As physician and surgeon.-An applicant desiring to practice as an osteopathic physician and surgeon must be a graduate of an osteopathic college reputable and in good standing at the time
of his graduation, requiring as a prerequisite to griaduation a four years'
residence course of instruction over a period of four school years of n:ot
less than eight and one-half months of actual school attendanc·e and study
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in eiach of such school years; such course to include not less than 4,422
hours in lectures and class work equal to the standard required of other
practitioners of surgery; and in addition thereto the applicant must be a
graduate of a high school or other equivalent school requiring an attendance through four s·chool years, being equal to fifteen units, must have
had one year of college work in a recognized university or college, and must
have completed a one year course of training as a surgical intern in a
hospital equipped for doing major surgical work.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 4; 1923, ch.
58, § 1; 1925, ch. 124, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C.
1943, 79-9-7.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.

58-12-8. Treatment without drugs or surgery.-For the practice of any
other system of treating human ailments without the use of drugs o•r
medicine and without the use of operative surgery the minimum standard
of professional education shall be fixed as follows:
(1) An applicant who is a graduate prior to March 14, 1907 must be
a graduate of a legally chartered professional school, coillege or iru,titution teaching the system of treating human ailments for which the
applicant desires to be licensed, in good standing at the time. o.f his
graduation.
(2) An applicant who is a graduate subsequent to March 13, 1907
and prior to May 9, 1923 must be a graduate of a legally chartered
professional school, college or institution teaching the system of tre:ating
human ailments for which the applicant desires to be licensed, in good
standing at the time of his graduation, which required a minimum of
2,286 class hours in lectures and class work in the, subjects required in
such professional school, college or institution as a prerequisite to graduation; and in addition thereto he must be a graduate of a high school
of the first grade or have educational attainments equivalent thereto.
(3) An applicant who is a graduate subsequent to May 8, 1923 and
prior to July 1, 1926 must be a graduate of a professiorral school, coll'ege
or institution teaching the system of tre•ating human ailments for which
the applicant desires to be licensed, in good standing at the time of his
graduation, which required a minimum of 3,500 class hours in lecture
and class work in the subjects required in such school as ·a prerequisite
to graduation; and in addition thereto he must be a graduate, of •a high
school or other equivalent school requiring an attendance through four
school years, being equ·al to fifteen units, and must have completed one
year of college work prior to entering the professional school, college, orr
institution.
( 4) An applicant who is a graduate subsequent to June 30, 1926
must be a graduate of a professional school, college 00" institution teaching the system of treating human ailments for which the applic~nt desires to be licensed, in good standing at the time of his grwduation, which
required as a prerequisite to graduation at le'ast 4,000 class hours in lectures and cl'ass work in the subjects required in such school; and in ad-
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dition thereto he must be a graduate from a high school reqmnng an
attendance through four school ye,ars, being equal to fifteen units, and
have completed one year of college work in a college of liberal arts
approved by the department.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, §§ 3, 4; 1923,
ch. 58, § 1; 1925, ch. 124, § 1; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-8.

Chiropractor.
A chiropractor,
it would seem, must
measure up to these requirements.
See
Board of Medical Examiners v. Freenor,
47 U. 430, 154 P. 941, Ann. Oas. 1917E,
1156.

Qualifications of applicant.
The requirements
prescribed
by subd.
( 4) of this section must be taken to establish a policy. Call v. Billings, 104 U.
429, 140 P. 2d 640.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
Li.ability
healer for
1188.

of drugless practitioner
or
malpractice,
19 A. L. R. 2d

58-12-9. Obstetrics-Requirements from applicants.-For the practice
of a system of treating human ailments, in accordance with the tenets of
the professional school, college or institution :recognized by the dep artment of registration of which the applicant is a graduaite as design·ated
in his application for license, including the practice of obstetrics and the
use of drugs or medicine, but without opeTative surgery, except ope,riative
minor surgery, the applicant must be a graduate of a s·chool or college,
recognized by the department of registration, teaching the, sys,tem of treating human ailments for which the applicant desires to be lic:ensed, which
requires as a prerequisite to graduation at least a four years' residenc·e
course of instruction over a period of four school years of not less than
eight and one-half months of actual ·attendance and study in e ach of such
school years comprising at least 4500 hours training in c:~asswork, including
224 hours of obstetrics, 72 hours of operative minor surge,ry and 160 hours
of phar'ama'COlogy, or allied subjects, and 1854 hours of clinical practice
training. In ·addition the applicant must have completed two yeaTS. of
liberal arts college s,tudy in a college or university approved by the Utah
state board of education, and one year of training in a dinic or hospital
approved by the department of registration. The educational requirements
of this section may be waived if the applicant holds a v•alid li'celilSe issued
by the department of registration prior to Jianuary 1, 1959 to practice any
healing art recognized in this state.
1

1

History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, §§ 3, 4; 1923,
ch. 58, § 1; 1925, ch. 124, § 1; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-9; L. 1959, ch. 102, § 1.

must be a graduate of a school or college
of obstetrics in good standing or pass a
satisfactory
examination in obstetrics."

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment rewrote this section. Prior to amendment it read: "For
the practice of obstetrics
the applicant

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.

58-12-10. Examinations-Fees.-Before
taking the examination ea.ch
applicant shall pay to the deprurtment of registraition an ex·amirration fe:e
set by the department not to exceed $100.
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History: L. 1921, ch. 91, § 4; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-10; L. 1959, ch. 102, § 1;
1973, ch. 129, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment rewrote this section. Prior to amendment it read: "Before
taking
the examination
each applicant
shall pay to the department of registration
examination fees as follows:

"(l) For an examination in medicine or
in any other system of treating human ailments, $25.
"(2) For an examination
in obstetrics,
$15."
The 1973 amendment substituted "set by
the department
not to exceed $100" for
"of $25."
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@:::>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-12-11. Times for holding examinations.-Examinations
as provided in section 58-1-7 and shall be in the English
may be partly or wholly in writing.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 6; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-11.

shall be held
language and

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse:::>5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-12-12. Repealed.
Repeal.
Section 58-12-12 (L. 1921, ch. 91, § 7;
R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-9-12), relating to
the scope of the examination for the prac-

tice of medicine and surgery, was repealed
by Laws 1969, ch. 167, § 15. For present
provisions, see 58-12-31, 58-12-32.

58-12-13. Scope for practice without drugs or surgery.-(1) The examination of those who desire to practice systems of treating human ailments without the use of drugs or medicines and without operaitive
surgery shall be of the s ame character as that required of those who
desire to practice medicine, and surgery in all branches thereof, excepting therefrom materia medica, therapeutics, surgery, obstetrics and theory
and practice. In the subject of theory and prac'tice the applicall't shall be
examined in accordance with the theory and practice taught by the professional school, college or institution of which the applic'ant is a graduaite
and which is recognized by the department of registration.
1

(2) The examination of those who desire to p!l"actice systems of tre,ating human ailments in accordance with the tenets of the professional
school, college or institution recognized by the department of registration, of which the applicant is a graduate as design·ated in his applicatio~
for license and including the practice of obstetrics and the use of drugs
or medicine but without operative surgery, except ope:riatiive minor surgery, shall be of the same char,acter and scope as that required of those
who practice medicine and surgery in all branches thereof, except that
in the subjects of therapeutics, surgery and theory and pra·etice, the following provisions sh·all apply: In the subject of surgery the applicant shall
be examined in operative minor surgery •as defined in section 58-12-3 ( 4),
Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended by tJhis act. In the subjects of
therapeutics and theory and practice, the applicant shall be examined in
accordance with the tenets of the professional school, c,ollege or institution recognized by the, department of registration of which the applicant
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is a graduate. If the applicant was licensed prior to January 1, 1959 to
practice a healing art without the use of drugs or medicine and without
operative surgery, he may be required to take only that portion of the
examination which includes the subjects of surgery, mateiria medic'a, obstetrics and gynecology.
History:

L. 1921, ch. 91, § 8; R. S. 1933

Constitutionality
and construction
of
statutes
or regulations
prohibiting
one
who has no license to practice medicine
from owning, maintaining,
or operating an
office therefor, 20 A. L. R. 2d 808.
Construction,
as regards kind or character of treatment,
of restrictive
medical
or surgical license, 86 A. L. R. 623.
Interstate
commerce clause of federal
Constitution,
requirement
of license for
practice of medicine or surgery as affected
by, 82 A. L. R. 1388.
R,efusal of license because of suspicion
of intended violation of its conditions, 27
A. L. R. 325.

& C. 1943, 79-9-13; L. 1959, ch. 102, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment designated the former provisions
as subsec. (1), deleted a
sentence relating
to examinatiou
for obstetrics, added "and which is recognized
by the department
of registration";
and
added subsec. (2).
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

§ 13.

58-12-14. Examination of applicants licensed to practice without drugs
to practice in all branches.-(1)
Any pe~·on licensed to practice in any

school or system of treating human ailments without the use of drugs or
medicines and without operative surgery may take an examination to
practice medicine and surge·ry in all branches thereof upon proof of
having successfully completed a course of study such as is. required for
admis,sion to an examination for a license to practice medicine and surg·ery
in all branches thereof. In such case the· applicart1t shall take an eXJamination
in therapeutic's, materia medica, theory and practice, surge•ry and obstetrics only. If the applicant successfully passes such examina;tion, a license
to practice medicine and surgery in all branches thereof may be issued.
(2) Any person licens·ed to pr,actiee in any school or system of treating human ailments without the use of drugs or medicine and without ope.rative surgery may take an examination to practice with operative mino,r
surgery, and including the practice of obstetrics and the us,e of drugs or
medicine, upon proof of having successfully completed a course of study
as required for admission to an examination as provided in se:ction 5812-13 (2) of this act for a license to practice a system of tre1ating human
ailments with operative minor surgery and including the pm.ctice of
obstetrics and the use of drugs or medicine, except, that if such persion
is the holder of a valid license issued by the depwrtmen:t of registration
prior to January 1, 1959, to practice any healing •art re-cognized in this
state, the educational requirements of section 58-12-9, Utah Code Annotated
1953, as amended by this act may be waived.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 11; 1923, ch.
58, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-9-14; L.
1959, ch. 102, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment

designated

the

former provisions
subsec. (2).

as subsec. (1) and added

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5
(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons
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58-12-15. Repealed.
Repeal.
Section 58-12-15 (L. 1921, ch. 91, § 12;
1925, ch. 124, § l; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943,
79-9-15), relating to the waiving of the

examination
of those persons who have
passed certain similar examinations,
was
repealed by Laws 1969, ch. 167, § 15. For
present provisions, see 58-12-33.

58-12-16. Fees for license without eocamination.-Applic1ations
for license without excamination shall be filed with the, department on blanks
prepared and furnished by it and shall be WC'compraruie,d
by a fee o.f $50.
History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 12; 1925, ch.
124, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-9-16.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons¢;>5 (2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-12-17. "Practicing medicine" defineid-Exceptions.-Any person who
shall diagnose, tJre·at or profess to treat, or prescribe or advise for, any
physical or mental ailment of, or any physical injury to., or 'any deformity
of, another; or who shall operate upon another for any ,ailmerut, injury or
deformity, shall be regarded as practicing m'edicin~ or breating human
ailments. But nothing in this section shall be construed to include the
following cases :
(1) The administration
of domestic or family remedies in case. of
emergency.
(2) The practice of dentistry or dental surgery by any legally licensed dentist exclusively engaged in pra.cticing derutistry and dental
surgery.
(3) The pTa.c,tice of pharmacy by legally registered ph armacisTts.
( 4) The treatment of the sick or suffering by praye,r or other spiritual
means without the use of any drug or material remedy.
(5) The practice of optometry by ,any legally licens'ed optometrist
exclusively engaged in such pmc:tice.
(6) The practice of chiropody by any legally licensed chiropodist.
(7) The practice of medicine and surgery by any surgeon of the
Armed Forces of the United States or of its Public He·alth Service, in the
discharge of his offi.ci'alduties.
(8) The pra.ctice of physical therapy by a lieens·ed phy'S:ical therapislt
under the provisions of the Physical Therapy Practice Act.
(9) The practice of medicine and surgery by an individual who, after
December 31, 1951, was li'censed by ano,the.r state or countiry to p,r,a;ctice
medicine in such state or country or who received the degre,e of doc.tor of
medicine from a medical college in good standing in the United States or
the District of Columbia or from a foreign medic;al eoH'ege, excluding
communist-controlled
countries, recognized by the Education Council of
Foreign Medical Gr,aduates, and has pass ed an examination by sU:ch council,
and who is regularly employed by the University of Utiah Medical School
upon its full-time teaching staff while engaged in the performance of his
duties and while he does not open an office or appoint a pliace to meet
private pa.tient.s or receive calls within this state.
1

1
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History: L. 1921, ch. 91, § 15; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-17; L. 1959, ch. 101, § 19;
1967, ch. 137, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment added subd. (8).
The 1967 amendment
substituted
"re•
garded" for "registered"
in the first sentence; substituted
"Armed Forces of the
United States or of its" for "United States
Army or Navy or" before "Public Health
Service" in subd. (7); and added subd.
(9).
Chiropractor.
Treatment of workman's wrenched spine
by chiropractor
held practicing
medicine
within
scope of chiropractor's
license.
Sl.tober v. Industrial Comm., 92 U. 399, 68
P. 2d 756.
Chiropractic treatment of workman who
wrenched his back held medical services
for which claim was allowable under Compensation Act. Shober v. Industrial Comm.,
92 U. 399, 68 P. 2d 756.
Christian Science.
Subdivision
(4) would seem to have
reference to Christian Science, Board of
Medical Examiners v. Freenor, 47 U. 430,
447, 154 P. 941 1 Ann. Cas. 1917E, 1156.
"Domestic or family remedies."
In a proper ease, it is the duty of the
court to define what is meant by "domestic
or family remedies."
State v. Yee Foo
Lun, 45 U. 531, 147 P. 488.
The court should instruct the jury, in
prosecution for practicing medicine without a license, as to the meaning of "do•
mestic or family remedies" as used in
subd. (1). State v. Yee Foo Lun, 45 U.
531, 147 P. 488.
The question whether various herbs sold
by defendant, under prosecution for practicing medicine without a license, were
"domestic family remedies," is mixed question of law and fact; therefore court properly refused to instruct that such herbs
were "domestic
family remedies," as a
matter of law. State v. Yee Foo Lun 1 45
U. 531, 147 P. 488.
A concoction or compound of ginseng,
cinnamon, licorice, sarsaparilla,
etc., can
neither in law nor in fact be regarded as
a "domestic
family remedy."
State v.
Yee Foo Lun, 45 U. 531, 147 P. 488.
Information
for practicing without use of
drugs or medicine.
The complaint is sufficient if it clearly
and definitely describes the offense; it need
not contain statutory
definition.
The information should charge the same offense
described in complaint, and preserve its

58-12-17

identity.
State v. Waldram, 64 U. 406,
231 P. 431.
Prior to the 1935 amendments
to the
Code of Criminal Procedure, complaint and
information
charging a violation of this
section had to advise accused as to whom,
for what ailment, and in what manner he
was charged with treating.
State v. Hale,
71 U. 134, 263 P. 86.
A complaint and the information should
properly charge that treatment
was that
of an ailment of someone other than the
defendant, but it would seem to be sufficient, in light of 77-21-8, to charge- the
offense in the language of this section,
though prior to repeal of R. S. 1933, 10521-3, it was held to be insufficient to
charge the offense in the language of the
statute.
State v. Hale, 71 U. 134, 263 P.
86.
Particularly
since the passage of Laws
1935, ch. ll8, an information for violation
of the provisions of this chapter is sufficient if it states the acts constituting the
offense in such language and in such manner as to enable defendant to understand
what was intended and what by the information it was claimed he did and what.
acts were committed by him. State v.
Bradford, 74 U. 506 1 280 P. 733.
Masseur.
One claiming to be a mere "masseur" or
"scientific manipulator"
was not practicing medicine, because mere "massaging"
is not within meaning of statute "diagnosing, treating,
operating upon or prescribing or advising for any physical or
mental ailment or abnormal condition of
another."
State Board of Medical Examiners v. Terrill, 48 U. 647, 161 P. 451, Ann.
Oas. 1918B, 1117.
"Practice of medicine."
A chiropractor is "practicing medicine"
within the meaning of this section, at least
where he "diagnoses" the symptoms of his
patient.
Board of Medical Examiners v.
Freenor, 47 U. 430, 154 P. 941, Ann. Oas.
1917E, 1156; State v. Erickson, 47 U. 452,
154 P. 948.
It is no answer under this section to say
that system as practiced by defendant does
no harm. Board of Medical Examiners v.
]'reenor, 47 U. 430, 154 P. 941, Ann. Oas.
1917E, 1156.
Anyone who diagnoses or treats physical
ailments of others, and prescribes for and
advises patients, is "practicing
medicine"
within meaning of statute. The law is not
concerned with the question whether one
system of treatment is as good as, or better than, another, or what particular treatment should be administered
or what sys•
tem employed.
State Board of Medical
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Examiners v. Terrill, 48 U. 647, 161 P. 451,
Ann. Cas. 1918B, 1117.

Am. Jur. 2d 140, Physicians,
Other Healers § 20.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeous,e=:,5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 1.
What
constitutes
practicing
medicine
within meaning of licensing statute·s, 61

Electrical treatment as practice of medicine or surgery within statute, 115 A. L.
R. 957.
Hypnotism
as illegal practice of medicine, 85 A. L. R. 2d 1128.
Optometry as within statute relating to
practice of medicine, 22 A. L. R. 1173.

Surgeons,

and

58-12-18. "Unprofessional conduct" defined.-The words "unprofessiolllal conduct" a,s relating to the practice of medicine, or any other sys'tem
of treating human ailments, or the practice of ob'stetrics-, are hereby defined to include:
(1) Procuring, or aiding in or abetting, or offering or rubtempting 1Jo
procure or aid in or abet the procuring of, a crimin<al aborrtion.
(2) Procuring any fee or recompense on the assuranc·e tha.t a n:uan~festly incurable diseased condition of the, mind o,r body can be- pe,r:manently cured.
(3) Communicating without the consent of the P'atient information
acquired in treating a patient necessary to enable one to, ,a;ct for such
patient.
( 4) Advertising, announcing or stating directly, indirectly or in substance, that the holder of any lic·ense issued unde,r the rules and regulations of the department of registration, or thJat ·any oithe,r pe,rson, company
or association by whom he is employed, will cure o,r attempt to cure, 0['
will treat any person or persons for lost manhood, s~xual weakness or
venereal diseases, or will cure or attempt to cure O([' treat n,ny disorder or
any disease of the sexual organs; or ac,ting in the s<eTviceof any person,
firm, association or corporation so advertising, announcing or stating any
of such things.
(5) Advertising in a way that is intended or has a tendency to deceive the· public or to• impose upon credulous or igno1r:ant peirsons, O['
that may be harmful or injurious to public morals or safety.
(6) Advertising medicine or means wheTeby the monthly periods of
women can be regulated or the menses re-established if suppressed.
(7) Habitual intemperance or excessive use of naTcotics.
(8) Lending one's name to be used as a physician or surgeon by
another person who is not licensed to practice in ,this state.
(9) Street advertising or the public peddling or selling of medical or
surgical remedies or appliances in person or by proxy.
(10) Prescribing morphine or cocaine or otheir narcotics, with intem
that the same shall be used otherwise than medicinally, OT wirth inJtent
to evade any law in relation to the sale, use or disposition of such drugs.
(11) Prescribing intoxicating liquor to be used as a beverage.
(12) Willfully viola.ting the law in regard to the registration of births
and deaths and the report of infectious diserases.
1
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(13) Diagnosing or treating a case of venereal disease and failing to
make report thereof to the health authorities in such form and mannetr
as the state board of health shall direct.
(14) Treating venereally infected individu,als and failing to fully inform such persons of the danger of transmitting
the disease to others,
and failing to advise against marriage by the person who has such disease in a communicable fo.rm.
(15) Advertising or professing publicly to treat human ailmelllts under a system o·r school of treatment or practice other th an that for which
he holds a license.
(16) Willfully violating the rules and regulations of the department
of registration governing examinations.
(17) Using fraud or deceit to secure a license to practice.
1

History:
L. 19-19, ch. 52, §§ 2, 3; 1921,
ch. 91, § 17; 1925, ch, 124, § 1; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-9-18.
Constitutionality.
This act did not violate
§ 23. Baker v. Department
78 U. 424, 3 P. 2d 1082.

Const. Art. VI,
of Registration,

Abortion,
Commission of criminal abortion by a
physician
is undoubtedly
"unprofessional
conduct."
Moormeister
v. Department
of
Registration
of State, 76 U. 146, 288 P.
900.
Offer by physician
to procure abortion
if test proved that woman was pregnant,
on belief that she could not successfully
give birth to child, did not constitute
"unprofessional
conduct" within meaning
of this section, so as to justify revocation
of his license, where woman was not in
fact pregnant, since pregnancy is material
element of criminal abortion or attempt to
commit that crime under 76-2-1. Sherman
v. McEntire,
lll U. 348, 179 P. 2d 796.
Complaint.
Where the law does not indicate who
may or may not swear to a complaint
charging a physician or surgeon, or other
person designated
in 58-1-5, with unprofessional
conduct,
a complaint
may be
sworn to by anyone who may have knowledge of the facts. Moormeister v. Department of Registration
of State, 76 U. 146,
288· P. 900.
Construction
and application.
Laws 1935, ch. 80, § 33, permitting court,
in criminal prosecution
for unprofessional
conduct of doctor in prescribing
certain
narcotic, to revoke doctor's license, held
not to deprive department
of registration
of power to revoke such license under this
section. Light v. Golding, 96 U. 187, 85
P. 2d ll4.

Violation of city ordinances,
,~here statute, as here, specifically defines what act or acts of commission or
omission on part of physician
shall constitute "unprofessional
conduct" authorizing revocation
of his license to practice
medicine, an ordinance, in the absence of
express statutory
authority,
cannot impose greater
or different duties in that
regard than statute imposes. Moorehouse
v. Hammond, 60 U. 593, 209 P. 883.
In view of the fact that former 26-6-32
merely required physician
to report the
existence of any contagious or infectious
diseases to local board of health, physician
who made report but not in writing could
not be convicted for unprofessional
conduct for violation of ordinance requiring
such report to be in writing.
Moorehouse
v. Hammond, 60 U. 593, 209 P. 883.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@:::>10.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 31.
Unprofessional
or dishonorable
conduct
as ground for revocation
of license, 61
Am. Jur. 2d 172, Physicians, Surgeons, and
Other Healers § 49.
Constitutionality
of statute or ordinance
prohibiting
or regulating
advertising
by
physician,
surgeon, or other person professing healing arts, 54 A, L. R. 400.
Health service plan as violation of medical practice acts, ll9 A. L. R. 1290.
Improper
or immoral
conduct toward
female patient as ground for disciplinary
measure, 15 A. L. R. 3d ll79.
Power to revoke license as affected by
the fact that the penalty
provided
by
license statute or ordinance for violation
of its terms or conditions does not include
revocation, 165 A. L. R. ll74.
Practice of medicine, dentistry,
or law
through radio broadcasting
stations, newspapers or magazines, L14 A, L. R. 1506.
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Professional incompetency as ground for
disciplinary measure, 28 A.. L. R. 3d 487.
Public license as 1·evocable, for fraud or
other misconduct befoTe, or at the time of,
its issuance, 165 A.. L .. R. 1138.

DEPARTMENT
Statutory
power to revoke or suspend
license of physician, dentist, or attorney
for "unprofessional
conduct" as exercisable without antecedent adoption of regulation as to what shall constitute such conduet, 163 A.. L. R. 909.

58-12-19. Use of antiseptics-Antidotes
permitted.-Nothing hell'eiin
sha;ll be construed to deny to those persons licens·ed to prncrtice any system
of trna;ting human ailments the right to us·e such an:tis•eptic precautions
as may be presc,ribed by the state board of he,alth fo:r- the pireve!l'.Lti.on
of
the spread of communicable diseases or the right to use antidotes in case
of emergency involving poisoning.
History:
L. 1921, ch, 91, § 18; R. S.
1933 & c. 1943, 79-9-19.

Collateral References.
Physicians and SurgeonS'~lO.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 31.

58-12-20. Fraud and fraudulent practices-Penalty.-Any
person who
shall buy, sell or fraudulently obtain any medical or profesisional diploma,
license or registration;
or who shall fraudule:ntly aid in or abet such
fraudulent buying, selling or obtaining; or who shall pracitice the tre1atment of human ailments or pra•ctic e obsmetrics under cover of any license
fraudulently or illegally obtained; o•r who shall represent himsclf as being
licensed and pra0tices the treatment of human ailments without a lic·ens:e;
is guilty of a felony.
1

History:
L. 1921, ch. 91, § 19; 1925, ch.
124, § 1; R. S. 1933 & C, 1943, 79-9-20; L,
1959, ch. 102, § 1.

and practices the treatment of human ailments without a license" and changed the
offense from a misdemeanor to a felony.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment
shall represent himself

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=:>10.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 31.

inserted "or who
as being licensed

58-12-21. Unauthorized practice-Penalty.-.Any
person, other tb;an
one licensed to practice medicine and surger:ry in all ·br:an:clres ther:reof,
holding hims·elf out as a physician or pra.cititioner without indicia:ting the
school or system of healing in which he is licensed to practice is guilty
of a misdemeano,r.
History:
L. 1921, ch, 91, § 20; R. S.
1933 & c. 1943, 79-9-21.
Information.
A.n information for practicing medicine
without
a license, charging
the offense
substantially
in the language of 58-12-17
is sufficient, at least in light of 77-21-8.
State v. Erickson, 47 U. 452, 154 P. 948.
Injunction.
Former
statute
(C. L. 1917, § 4449)
which permitted
court to enjoin practice
of medicine contrary to law, held valid
as against contention that it deprived defendant of jury trial in proceeding for
violation of penal statute. Board of Med·

ical Examiners of Utah v. Blair, 57 U. 516,
196 P. 221.
Former
statute
(C. L. 1917, § 4449)
which permitted court to enjoin practice
of medicine contrary to law, held not in
violation of constitutional
provision gual"anteeing everyone right to obtain employment, since purpose of legislation was to
protect public from treatment
for physical ailments by those without experience.
Board of Medical Examiners of Utah v.
Blair, 57 U. 516, 196 P. 221.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~6(1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons
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Liability to patient for results 0£ medical or surgical
treatment
by one not
licensed as required by law, 57 A. L. R.
978.

58-12-24

One who fills prescriptions under reciprocal arrangement with physician or optometrist as subject to charge 0£ practice of
medicine or optometry without license, 121
A. L. R. 1455.

58-12-22. Naturopaths-Educational requirements.-An applicant desiring to practice as a naturopathic physician aft& the e:ffe0tive date of this
act must be a graduate of a legally chartered mi.turopathic college, in go od
standing at the time of his graduation, which required as •a prerequisite to
graduation at least a four years' residence course of ins,truc·tion over a
period of four school years of not less than eight and one-half months,
of actual school attendance and study in each of such s'chool years comprising at least 4,500 hours in class work in the subjects required in such
school and in addition he must be a graduate from a high s.cho0 ol re-quiring
an attendance through four school yewrs equal to fifteen units ·and have
completed on:e year of college work in a college of liberal ,arts app,rove:d
by the department and in addition the applicant must have had a c·ours·e
of training of no,t less than twelve months in a hospital approved by the
board of naturopathic physicians, or a course of training for a period of
twelve months in the office of a licens·ed naturopathic phys,ician of the
state of Utah.
1

1 1

History:
79-9-22.

L. 1939, ch. 95, § 1; C. 19'43,

Compiler's No.tes.
Laws 1939, ch. 95 was approved
governor February 27, 1939.

by the

Repealing Clause.
Section 2 0£ Laws 1939, ch. 95 provided:
"All acts or parts of acts in conflict herewith are repealed."
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse,;:>4.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons

Title of Act.
An act prescribing
minimum standards
of professional
education for the practice
of a naturopathic
physician.

§ 12.

58-12-23. No civil liability for emergency care rendered by licensee.No person licensed under this chapter or under chapter 31 of Title 58, Laws
of Utah, who in good faith renders emerg·ency care at the scene of the
emergency, shall be liable for any civil dlamages as a re'sult of any acts
or omissions by such perrson in rendeTing the emergency care.
History:
C. 1953, 58-12-23, enacted by
L. 1961, ch. 135, § 1; L. 1967, ch. 138, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1967 amendment inserted "or under
chapter 31 of Title 58, Laws of Utah."

physician or surgeon from civil liability
who in good faith performs
emergency
care at the scene of an emergency.
Cross-Reference.
Medical Practice

Title of Act.
An act to be known as section 58-12-23,
Utah Code Annotated,
1953, relieving a

Act, 58-Ia-39.

Collateral References.
Construction of "Good Samaritan"
utes, 39 A. L. R. 3d 222.

stat-

58-12-24. Chiropractors-Requirements
for annual renewaJ of license.Each licensed chiropractor licensed to p:vactice within the state of Utah, as
a prerequisite to renewal of any license where the effective date of sa,id
renewal is subsequent to June 30, 1965, sh'all pres·ent to the director of regis-
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tration or to the representative committee established ,as ,a condition precedent to renewal of license pursuant to sections 58-1-5, and 58-1-23, Utah
Code Annotated 1953, as amended, eitlrnr (1) satisfactory eviden'ce that in
the year preceding the effeciive date of s,aicl renewal the applic,an:t attended
at least two days totaling at least fifteen hours of such ~cientific sehools,
clinics, forums, lectures, educational semin 1ars, postgradu'ate c'ours,es or annual convention of any st,ate assoeirution or society orr recognized chiropractic
college as may be approved by said dire,ctor of registrati'on or representiative committee·; or (2) satisfactory evidence that the applicant was prevented by sickness or mher good cause from attending such an approved
progvam, and the recommendation of at le,ast two chiropractors licensed
within the state who pernonally know the applicant and vouch for his good
standing in the profession.
History:

Title of Act.
An act providing for the annual renewal
of licenses to practice
chiropractic
and
the requirements
for renewal.

L. 1965, ch. 116, § 1.

58-12-25. Physicians serving upon, or persons furnishing information to,
utilization review committees-Immunity from liability.-Physicians
appointed and serving upon utilization review committees, established to
determine if hospitals and extended care facilities are being properly
utilized, or physici'ans or other persons furnishing information to such
cl'Ommitte<es
upon the committeeis' official requeS't for the purpo se of de,termining questions relating to the hospitalization of medicare patients. underr the
provisions of Public Law 89-97, or for the purpose of determining whether
there is proper and efficient use of hospitials and extended care facilities
maintained for the use of all patients, shall be immune, from liability with
respect to such information or decisions furnished or made in go,od faith and
without malice; provided that nothing in this act shall be construed to relieve any physician from liability he may incur from prrofessional care and
treatment of any patient.
1

1

History:

L. 1969, ch. 168, § 1.

Title of Act.
An act relating

to immunity

from

Ii-

ability for physicians
serving upon, or
furnishing
information
to, review committees determining
effective utilization
of hospitals and extended care facilities.

58-12-26.· Medical Practice Act-Short title.-This
and may be cited as the Utah Medical Practice Act.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 1.

Title of Act.
An act relating to the practice of medicine; and prescribing
the basis for the
obtaining
of a license to practice medicine; providing a definition for "unprofes-

sional conduct" as it relates to the practice of medicine;
excepting members of
other healing arts and professions.
Repealing sections 58-12-5, 58-12-12 and 5812-15, Utah Code Annotated 1953, and providing a severability
clause.

58-12-27. Medical Practice Act-Purpose.-It
of legislative determination,
Utah is a privilege granted

act shall be known

is declared, as a matter
that the practice of medicine in the state of
pursuant tJo legicslative authority, and that to
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protect the public health, safety, and welfare of citizens of this state, it is
necessary to regul:ate use of the privilege through certain lic@sie requirements. Compliance with these requirements will serve to p•rotect the public
from the practice of medicine by unauthorized and unqualified persons and
from unprofessional conduct by persons licen's·ed to practice under this act.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 2.

58-12-28. Medical Practice Act-Definitions.-As
ject to the exemptions of section 58-12-29:

11:S'edin this act, sub-

(1) The word "department"
means the department of registr ation of
the department of business regulation, state of Utah.
(2) The word "diagnose" means to examine in any manne,r another
person, parts of a person's body, substance, fluids or materials excreted,
taken or removed from a person's body, or produced by a pers·on's body, to
determine the source, nature, kind or extent of a disease or other physical
or mental condition, or to attempt to so examine, OT to determine, or to
hold oneself out or represent that an examination or determination is being
made or to make an examination or determination upon or from information supplied directly or indirectly by another person, whether or not in
the presence of the person making or attempting the diagnosis.
(3) The words "drugs or medicine" mean articles, chemicals or compounds or biological preparations intended for internal or external us•e by
man or intended to be used for diagnosis, cure, mitigation or prevention of
diseases or abnormalities of man as recognized in any published United
States Pharmacopoeia or Nation·al Formulary, or otherwise established as
a drug or medicine.
( 4) The words "practice of medicine" mean:
(a) To diagnose, treat, corre·ct, advise, or preiscribe for any human
disease, ailment, injury, infirmity, deformity, pain or other condition,
physical or mental, real or imaginary, by means or instrumentality;
(b) to maintain an office or place of business for the purpose of doing
any of the acts described in subsection (a) whether or not for compensation;
(c) to use, in the conduct of any occupation or profession pertaining
to the diagnosis or treatment of human diseases or conditions in any
printed material, s,tationery, lette rhead, envelopes, signs, advel"tiseme,nts,
the designation "doctor," "doctor of medicine.,'' "physician," "surgeon,"
"physician and surgeon," "Dr.," "M.D." or any combination of these designations, unless the designation additionally contains the description of the
branch of the healing arts for which the pernon has a license.
1

1

1

History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 3.

58-12-29. Medical Practice Act-Other
practitioners-Right
to use
antiseptic precautions and antidotes preserved.-N othing shall be, con-

strued to deny to those persons licelliled to pr:actice any system of t.reating
human ailments the right to use antiseptic precautions a·s prescribed by
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the state board of health for the prevention of the spread of communicable
diseases or the right to use antidotes in case of emergency involving
poison.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 4.

58-12-30. Medical Practice Act-Practice of medicine without license
a felony-Exceptions.-It
is unlawful to enga;ge in the pmctice of medicine
in this state without first obtaining a license. Any person who engages in
the practice of medicine without a license shall be guilty of a felony;
except the following persons may engage in activities included in the
practice of medicine subject to the circumstances and limitations st,ated:
(1) A medical officer of the armed forces of the United States, of the
United States public health service, o,r of the veteTans administration,
while engaged in the performance of his officiail.duties;

(2) An individual residing in another state or country and autho•rized
to practice medicine the,re, who is called in consultatio•n by an individual
licensed in this state or who, for the purpose of furthering education in
the healing arts, is invited by a professional s•chool approved by the
department or by a state professional association of medical practitionem
or by one of their component societies, to conduct a lecture, clinic, or
demonstration, while engaged in activities in connection with the consultation, lecture, clinic, or demonstration, so long as he does not open
an office or appoint a place to meet patients or ,receive calls within this
state;
(3) An individual authorized to practice medicine in another state o,r
country or a medical officer described in subsection (1), or •an individuial
who has re,ceived the degree of d·octor of medicine, while rendm-ing m·edic1al
care in a time of disaster o,r while caring for an ill or injured individu al at
the scene of an emergency and while continuing to care for the individual;
1

(4) Any individual rendering aid in an emergency, when no fee for
the service is contemplated, charged or rec·eived;
( 5) Any individual administering a domestic or family remedy including those persons engaged in the sale of vitamins,, health food or
health .:food supplements, he,rb or other p,roducits of nature, except drugs
or medicines for which an authorized prescription is required by l!aw;
(6) A person engaged in good faith in the practice of the religious
tenets of any church or religious belief without th'e use of aJ1.y drugs or
medicines for which an authorized prescripti'On is required by l'aw;
(7) A person licensed under other laws of this stia.rteto practice dentistry or dental surgery, optometry, osteopathy, pharmacy, chiropody,
chiropractic, naturopathy, physical therapy, nursing o,r ps~chology to the
extent authorized by his license;
(8) A student in triaining in a professional school apprr<oved by the
department while performing the duties of an inte,rn or similar function in
a hospital under the supervision of its staff;
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(9) An individual appointed as an intern oir accepted for specialty or
residency tl'aining in a hospital approved by the department rbo the extent
required by the duties of his position o,r by his program of training :for a
period of two years and for any additional periods the depamtm.ent, upon
application, deems necessary and proper;
(10) An in'dividual who, after December 31, 1951, was licensed by
another state or country to practice medicine in that state or country or
who re<Jeived the d:egree of doctor of medicine from a medical college in
good standing in the United States or the District of Columbia or from
a foreign medic'al college recognized by the educational council for
foreign medical graduates, and has passed an examination given by the
council, and who is regularly employed by the University of Utah Medical
School upon its full-time teaching staff, and for purposes of teaching oruly
all'd while engaged in the performance of his duties so long as he does not
open an office or appoint a pla.ce to meet private pa:tients or roo·eive calls
within this state.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 5.

58-12-31.

Medical Practice Act-Applfoant for license-Qualifications.-

An applicant for a regular license to practice medicine, other than by
reciprocity endorsement, must pay the required fee and pires!ent proof
satisfa;ctory to the department that:
He is at least twenty-one years of age; and
(2) He is a citizen of the United Stiates, or bias filed a peiti_ti,onfor
naturalization,
or, not having fulfilled the residence requiremenit.s for
naturalization has declared his intention to become a citizen of the United
Sbates; and
(3) He is of good moral character; and
( 4) He has satisfacto,rily completed at least two ye:ars of gen-err,alstudy
in a college or university which is, o,r was at the time of his attendance, in
good standing as determined by the department; and
(5) Has re<Jeived the degree of doctor of medicine from a medical
college o·r school of medicine in the United States or Canada which is approved by the department, or W'as approved at the time the degree was
conferred; and
(6) He h'as s•atisfactorily completed twelve months of hospital intemship training, in an institution approved by the dep1artment, or has completed post-graduate training or approved hospital residency training, or
any combination thereof, as the department deems equivalent; and
(7) He is physically and mentally able safely to engage in the practice
of medicine and submits to a physi<Jal examiruation, mental ev•aluation and
interview, or any combination thereof, as the department deems necessary
and proper to determine his capability; and
(8) He has not been guilty of any act of unprofessional conduct or
any other conduct which would constitute grounds for refusal, suspension
or revocation of license under the laws of this state; and
(1)
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(9) He has not had a license to practice medicine refused, revoked or
suspended by any other state, territory, dis>trict or country for reasons
which relate to his ability skillfully and safely to practice medicine; and
(10) He has satisfactorily passed an examination, approved and given
at the direction of the department, which shall cover those general subjects and topics, a knowledge of which is commonly and generally required
of 0andidates for the degree of doctor of medicine conferred by approved
colleges or schools of medicine in the United States.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 6.

Constitutionality
of statute prescribing
conditions of practicing
medicine or surgery as affected by question of discrimination against particular
school or method,
54 A. L. R. 600.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons,g=5(1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
DECISIONS

UNDER

Construction
and application.
Former sections 58-12-5 and 58-12-3 prescribed that one could be licensed under

FORMER

LAW

any of the methods or systems outlined.
State v. Bradford, 74 U. 506, 280 P. 733.

58-12-32. Medical Practice Act-Applicants for license-Graduates of
foreign medical schools.-To procure a regular license to practice medicine,
an applicant who is a graduate of a school of medicine located elsewhere
than in the United States, its territories, the Disrtrict of Columbia or
Canada, shall submit proof satisfactory to the department that he meets
each of the following requirements:
(1) That he meets all of the requirements of section 58-12-31, exceprt
for paragraph (5); and
(2) He has received the degree of doctor of medicine from a foreign
medical college determined by the departmerut to be acceptable undeil.'
applicable standards of medical education; and
(3) He has passed satisfactorily the examinaJtion for foreign medicial
graduates given by the educational council for foreign medical gradu'a,tes
and has passed satisfactorily an examination which is deteTmined by the
department
to have been in accordance with standards substantially
equivalent to those applicable to examinations given to United States
and Canadian graduates in accordance with the provisions of section
58-12-31 ( 10) ; and
( 4) He has the working ability to read, write, speak, understand and
be unde,rstood in the English language.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 7.

58-12-33. Medical Practice Act-Applicants for license'--Ohtaining license without examination.-To procure a regular license to practice medicine without examination under this act, an applicant must pay the ,required fee and satisfy the department that:
(1) He meets all the requirements of section 58-12-31 of this act other
than the requirement of satisfactorily passing the examination provided
in paragraph (10) ; and
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(2) No disciplinary proceedings are pending against him; and
(3) If he were the holder of a regular license to- practice medicine in
this state, his license would not be revoked nor be subject to revo,ciation
under the laws of this state; and
(4) He has been certified as a diplomate by the national board of
medical examiners, or that he has a license to practice medicine issued
after satisfactorily passing the foderation lic·ensing eX'amill!ation, or after
satisfactorily passing an examination by another state, District of Columbia or other territory of the United States, or Canada which is found by
the department
to comply substantially
with standards
applicable to
examinations given by the department. If such license was granted more
than fifteen years next preceding his application under this section, he
shall be given an oral examination approved by the department.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 8.

58-12-34. Medical Practice Act-Temporary license.-To
procure a
temporary license to practice medicine, an applicant shall submit evidence
satisfactory to the department that he has a license to practice medicine
issued by examination from another state, District of Columbia or other
territory of the United States, o•r that he is certified as a diplomate by the
national board of medical examiners, and slrall submit other evidence of
qualifications. if deemed necessary by the department.
Temporary licenses may be granted by the department upon finding
that a license is necessary due to local or national emergency, o,r because
of lack of adequate medical care in any community of this sta:te, or when
circumstances surrounding an application unde·r sections 58-12-31, 58-12-32
or 58-12-33 of this act indicate that an applic·ant for a regul ar lfoense
should first be observed by the department in the regul'ar and continuing
clinical praC:tice of medicine before a regular liceus•e is issued.
Temporary licenses may be issued for a term n:ot to e:x:ceed six months,
and may be renewed for an additional six-month peri'od but no longer.
Tempo:mry licenses shall expire upon issuance of 'a regular License, or
upon the circums:tances causing the department to issue the tempom·ry
licellise ceasing to exist, or upon the temporary licensee bec'Oming exempt
from license pursuant to section 58-12-30.
1

History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 9.

58-12-35. Medical Practice Act-Disciplinary actions-Powers of department.-The department acting in accordance with the procedure prescribed in chapter 1 of this title, may revoke, suspend, or annul any license, pla:ce the licensee on prob'ation, or take other disc,iplinary action as
it dfeems necessary, upon grounds as set forth in section 58-1-25.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 10.

58-12-36. Medical Practice Act-"Unprofessional conduct" defined.conduct" as re1'ating to the practice of medicine

The words "unprofessional
are defined to irrclude:
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(1) Performing, procuring, or agreeing to procure or perform, or
advising, aiding in or abetting, or offering 'OTart:roemptiDJg
to pTocure or aid
or abet in the procuring of a crimin:al. abortion.
(2) Gross immol'ality or conduct unbe'coming a person liceus,ed to
practice medicine OT detrimental to the best iDJterestSIof the public.
(3) Willful betrayal or disclosure of a professional se.cTet, or violation
of a privileged communication, except as either may be required by law.
This provision shall not be deemed to, preventt physicians assii.sting the
department from a full and free exchange of information concerning applicants or licensees, with the licensing or diisciplinacy bo ards of o'ther
states, territories of the• United States, foreign countries,, Ut-Jahstate medi0al ·association, its componenit societies, or medical societies of other sttJates,
counties, districts, territories, or foreign countries.
( 4) Advertising in any manner the practice of medicine.
(5) Fraudulent
representations
that an incurable disease can he
cured; or that a curable disease, sickness, orr injury can be cure d in a stated
time; or knowingly making any false statemerut in connecltion with the
practice of me dicine, except as the same m'ay be necessary for Rc'cepted
therapeutic reasons.
(6) Offering, undertaking or agreeing to cur•e or treat a disease, injury, ailment or infirmity by a secret means, method, device or instrumentality.
(7) Refusing to divulge to the departmen.t upon dem'an'd. the means,
methods, device or instrumentality
used in the treiatmenit of a dise1ase,
injury, ailment or infirmity.
(8) Empl'oyment of fraud, deception, misre'P'resentamion, mis:statement
or any unlawful or unethical means in app[ying for or securing a license to
practice medicine, or in passing the examination th'erefoir, or knowingly
taking advanrtJage of the mistakes of another, or willful and fraudulent
viol•ation of the rules and regulations of the d'epartment governing applications or examinations.
(9) Aiding or abetting the practice of medicine by one n'ot licensed or
by one whose license is suspended; or practicing m~dicine as a p artneT,
agent, or employee· of, or in joint venture with, any person who dnes not
hold a license to practice medicine within this state.
(10) The use or prescribing for o,r ,administering to himself, of cocaine, opium, morphine, codeine, heroin, alpha euc,aine, beta euc'ain:e,
chloralhydrate, or any of the salts, derivatives or compounds of the fore~
going substances, or the use of par-aldehyde or barbituric acid, their salts,
compounds or derivatives, amphetamines, hallucinogens or rel,ated drugs or
any narcotic or dangerous drug regulated by the statutes of this stlate olr
alcoholic beverages to the extent, orr in ·a manner dangerous or injurious to
the person holding the license under this act, o•r any other pers'on o·r the
publ,ic, or to the extent that its use impairs the ability of perrsons holding
licenses to conduct with safety to the public the prnctic·e 'Of medicine, OT
the conviction of any felony involving the use, consumption, or self-ad1

1

1

1

1
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ministration of any of the subs,tances referred to in this section or any c.ombination thereof.
(11) Knowingly prescribing, selling, giving away or administering,
dire'ctly or indirectly, or offering to prescribe, sell, furni1sh, give away OT
administer any of the drugs or compound~ mentioned in the previous section to a habitue or addict unless permitted by law.
(12) Impersonating another practitioner.
(13) The use of untruthful or improbable stJatements, o,r flamb<oyant or
extravagant claims conce,rning the licensee's professional excellence ·oir
abilities.
(14) The use of false or fraudulent s1iatements in any document connected with the practice of medicine.
(15) Any conduct or practice, contrary to the recognized standards of
ethics of the me·dical profe1ssion, or any conduct ·o,r pra:ctice which does or
might c·onstitute a danger to the health, welfare or s'afety of the p atient or
the public, or any conduct, pmctice or conditi·on which does or might impair the ability safely and skillfully to prnctice medicine.
1

History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 11.

58-12-37. Medical Practice Act-Commitment
for mental illness-Aut0matic suspension of license.-Judicial
or voluntary commitment to a state
hospital for mental illness shall automatically suspend the license of the
holder. Suspension shall continue until res,toration or declaration of s anity
or mental competence. A court o•rder of commitment sb'all be conclusive evidence of insanity. A license need not be reiru;tated until the department is
satisfied that the licensee is competent to practice medicine and the department may administer a test to make this determination.
1

History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 12.

58-12-38. Medical Practice Act-Scope
of act.-This
chapter is designed solely for the regulation of the pr:actice of medicine and does niOt
apply to the regulation of speech pathologists, audiologists, s'ocial workers,
research sociologists, anthropologists, and psychologists and does not apply
to the regula.tion of the healing arts, no,r to the profession of fitting,
testing and dispens,ing of hearing aids, and this act shall not change or
limit the rights of persons 1'awfully practicing the other healing arts with
respect to the practice of their professions as presently authorized by
law, or to the performance of laboratory examinations requested by ·or
under the direc.tion of a person licensed under the provisions of this act.
History:

L. 1969, ch. 167, § 13.

58-12-39. Medical Practice Act--"Good Samaritan Statute" to apply.The provisions of section 58-12-23, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted
by chapter 135, section 1, Laws of Utah 1961, commonly known as the
"Good Samaritan Statute" shall apply to all persons licensed under the
proviSlions of this act.
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Repealing Clause.
Section 15 of Laws 1969, ch. 167, provided: "Sections
58-12-5, 58-12-12, 58-1215, Utah Code Annotated
1953, are hereby repealed."

Separability Clause.
Section 16 of ch. 167, Laws 1969 provided: "If any provision of this act, or
the application of any proviso to any persons or circumstance,
is held invalid, the
remainder of this act shall not be affected
thereby."

58-12-40. Physicians' assistants.-N othing in this title shall be construed
to prohibit service rendered by a pliysician's assist'an;t -who is acting
under the supervision and direction of a physician lic'ense<l in this sta,te
to practice medicine and surgery in all branches thereof, and which physician's assistant is in actual training in ·or who, has snccessfully completed a physician's assistant training p•rogram approved by the council
on scientific education of the Utah State Medic'al AssO'Ciation. The physician
sh all supervise and direct the activities of the assistant and shall be liable
for his acts and omissions.
1

History:
C. 1953, 58-12-40, enacted
L. 1971, ch. 140, § 1.
Title of Act.
An act enacting

section

by

Code Annotated 1953; removing the physician's assistant
from the prohibitions
of
the Utah Medical Practice Act insofar as
he meets certain qualifications.

58-12-40, Utah

CHAPTER 12b
BOARD OF PHARMACY
Section

58-12b-l.
58-12b-2.
58-12b-3.

Board of pharmacy-Rules
and regulations-Promulgation.
Election of president and secretary.
Members of board not to teach pharmacy-Exception.

58-12b-l. Board of pharmacy-Rules and regulations-Promulgation.
-The board of pharmacy may make and initiate rules and regulati·ons, not
inconsistent with the laws of this state, as may be necessary for the protec,tion of the public relating to:
(a) The practice of pharmacy;
(b) The sale of poisons;
(c) The sale of drugs and medicines by or through any mechanical
device;
( d) The standards of minimum equipment of establishments licensed
by the department of registration.
Such rules and regulations shall be promulgated by the department of
registration in such manner as the director of registration shall deem most
likely to inform the interested parties, and shall become effective in accordance with the terms of such promulgation, but in no event less than
ten days or more than ninety days from the giving of such notice.
History:
C. 1953, 58-12b-1, enacted
L. 1953, ch. 99, § 1.

by

Title of Act.
An act authorizing the board of pharmacy to make and initiate rules and regula-

tions for protection
of the public; providing for election of officers of the board;
and prohibiting
board members from privately teaching pharmacy, and enacting a
new chapter to be known as chapter 12b,
Title 58, Utah Code Annotated 1953.
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Cross-References.
Controlled substances, 58-37-1 et seq.
Pharmacists,
licensing provisions, regulations, 58-17-1 et seq.
Representative
committee designated as
state board of pharmacy, 58-1-5.

Revocation or suspension of license or
pe1·mit to practice pharmacy
or operate
drugstore because of improper sale or distribution
of narcotic or stimulant
drugs,
17 A. L. R. 3d 1408.

Collateral References.
Drugs and N arcoticscg:;,1-40.
28 C.J.S. Druggists § 3.

58-12b-2. Election of president and secretary.-The
shall elect from its members a president and secretary.
History:
C. 1953, 58-12b-2, enacted
L. 1953, ch. 99, § 1.

by

boiard of pharniacy

Collateral References.
Drugs and Narcoticscg:;,1-40.
28 C.J.S. Druggists § 4.

58-12b-3. Members of board not to teach pharmacy-Exception.-No
members of the board of pharmacy shall teach pha.Tina:cy in any of i.ts
branches unless it be as a teacher in a public capacity and in a college of
pharmacy.
History:
C. 1953, 58-12b-3, enacted
L. 1953, ch. 99, § 1.

by

Separability
Clause.
Section 2 of Laws 1953, ch. 99, provided:
"If any provisions of this act, or the application thereof, to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder
of

this act and the application
of such provision to other persons and circumstances
shall not be affected thereby."

Effective Date.
Section 3 of Laws 1953, ch. 99 provided
that the act should take effect July 1, 1953.

CHAPTER 13
NARCOTIC DRUGS
by Laws 1953, ch. 94, § 1)

(Repealed

58-13-1 to 58-13-48. Repealed.
Repeal.
Sections 58-13-1 to 58-13-48 (L. 1935, ch.
80, §§ 1 to 47, 49, 50; C. 1943, 79-l0a-l to
79-l0a-47, 79-l0a-49, 79-lOa-50; L. 1951, ch.

34, § 1), relating to a Uniform Narcotic
Drug Act, were repealed by Laws 1953, ch.
94, § 1.

CHAPTER 13a
UNIFORM NARCOTIC DRUG ACT
(Repealed

by Laws 1969, ch. 170, § 17; 1971, ch. 145, § 21)

58-13a-1 to 58-13a-16.5. Repealed.
Repeal.
Sections 58-13a-l to 58-13a-13.5, 58-13a14 to 58-13a-16.5 (L. 1953, ch. 94, § 2; 1955,
ch. 114, §§ 1, 2; 1955, ch. 115, § l; 1967, ch.

139, § 1; 1969, ch. 170, §§ 1 to 5, 10), relating to the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act,
were repealed by Laws 1971, ch. 145, § 21.
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58-13a-17 to 58-13a-20. Repealed.
Repeal.
Sections 58-13a-l 7 to 58-13a-20 (L. 1953,
eh. 94, § 2), relating
to exempt medical

preparations
of codeine, were repealed by
Laws 1969, eh. 170, § 17. For present provisions, see 58-37-1 et seq.

58-13a-21 to 58-13a-48. Repealed.
Repeal.
Sections 58-13a-21 to 58-13a-48 (L. 1953,
eh. 94, § 2; 1957, eh. 116, § 1; 1967, eh.
142, § l; 1969, eh. 170, §§ 6 to 9, 11 to 15),
relating
to the Uniform
Nareotie
Drug
Aet, were repealed by Laws 1971, ch. 145,
§ 21.

Compiler's Notes.
Section 7 of Laws 1973, ch. 197, purported to amend section 58-13a-42.l to
delete a reference to "district
attorney."

CHAPTER 14
GRADUATE NURSES
(Repealed by Laws 1963, ch. 121, § 17)

58-14-1 to 58-14-6.1, 58-14-7 to 58-14-11. Repealed.
Repeal.
Sections 58-14-1 to 58-14-6.1, 58-14-7 to
58-14-11 (L. 1917, ch. 53, § 14; C. L. 1917,
§ 4298; L. 1921, ch. 85, § 1; R. S. 1933 &
C. 1943, 79-10-5, 79-10-6; L. 1947, ch. 32,
§§ 1 to 9; C. 1943, Supp., 79-10-9 to 79-1017; L. 1949, ch. 77, § l; 1949, ch. 78, § l;

1953, ch. 100, § l; 1953, ch. 101, § l; 1953,
ch. 102, § l; 1953, ch. 103, § l; 1953, ch.
104, § 1; 1955, ch. 116, § 1; 1963, ch. 120,
§ 1), 1'0lating to graduate nurses, were repealed by Laws 1963, ch. 121, § 17.
For present provisions,
see 58-31-1 et
seq.

CHAPTER 15
NURSING AND MATERNITY HOMES AND REFUGES
Section

58-15-1.
58-15-2.

Definitions.
Nursing and maternity homes-Care
of needy, aged, and infirm-Registration with department-Certificate
of registration.
58-15-3. Care or treatment of persons in practice of religious tenets.
58-15-4. Application
for certificate
of registration-Requirements-Written
examination -Agreements
required of applicant--=-FeesRenewal
fee.
58-15-5. Issuance of certificate of registration.
58-15-6 to 58-15-9. Repealed.

58-15-1. Definitions.-As

used in this ac,t :

(a) "Department" me·ans the department of registration of the state
of Utah.
(b) "Director" means the director of the department of registration
of the state of Utah.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 35, § 1; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-lOb-l; L. 1953, ch. 105, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1953 amendment
defining "board."
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deleted

subd.

(c)

NURSING AND MATERNITY

58-15-4

HOMES

Collateral References.

Title of Act.

Asy 1umsQ;:>3,
7 C.J.S. Asylums§

An act to require the registration
of
persons engaged in certain occupations,
trades and professions, relating to the care
of others, to register with the department
of registration;
and to provide for a board
of examiners; qualifications, penalties.

5.

58-15-2. Nursing and maternity homes-Care of needy, aged and infirm
-Registration with department-Certificate of registration.-It shall be
unlawful for any person, firm, association, or corporation to engage in,
conduct, operate or maintain in any home, residency or domiciliary
facility the business of a nursing home, maternity home, the refuge
care or maintenance of the needy, the care of the needy, the care of
the aged or infirm, for two or more nonrelated individuals, wi.thout first
registering with the department, and obtaining therefrom a certificate of
registration.
Provided, however, this requirement shall not apply <to
facilities regularly used by the department of s:ocial serviceis or by irts
divisions or licensees.
History:
L. 1951, ch. 35, § 2; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-lOb-2; L. 1953, ch. 105, § 1; 1969,
ch. 197, § 126.

social services or by its divisions or licensees" for "state department
of public
welfare or its licensees."

Compiler's Notes.

Collateral References.

The 1953 amendment deleted an exception near the beginning of the section and
rewrote it as a proviso at the end.
The 1969 amendment substituted
"residency" for "residence" and "department
of

Asylums<E=>3.
7 C.J.S. Asylums § 5.
Licensing and regulation of nursing
rest homes, 97 A. L. R. 2d 1187.

or

58-15-3. Care or treatment of persons in practice of religious tenets.The provisions of this act shall not be construed to authorize or require a license to esfablish or maintain an'd oper ate a home foT the care
or treatment of persons in the practice of the reEgious tenets of any
church in the ministration to the sick and suffeTing by spiritual means OT
prayer, without the use of any drug or material remedy, provided the
statutes and regulations on sanitation are complied with.
1

History:
L. 1951, ch. 35, § 3; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-lOb-3.

Collateral References.
Asylums<E=>3.
7 C.J.S. Asylums § 5.

58-15-4. Application for certificate of registration-RequirementsWritten examination-Agreements required of applicant--Fees-Renewal
fee.-(a)
An applicant for certificate of regisrbration under the provisions
of this act shall submit to the department a written applicla,tion, verified
under oath that the applicant has the following minimum qualifications:
(1) Is twenty-one years of age or more.
(2) Is a citizen of the United States of America.
(3) Is of good mo·ral character.
(4) Is in good physical and mental he,alth.
1
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(b) The applic'ant shall be required to pass ,a written examination
in such subjects as the committee may determine and said applicant shall
agree to the following :
(1) To be kind and consider:ate toward all patients.
(2) To refrain from all physical harm or abuse of patients.
(3) To permit patients private interviews and visitations with relatives, friends and/ or sponsors.
(4) Not accept any real or personal prope-rty of any kind from any
patient by direct gift, except as might be otherwise given through a probate
court.
(c) The applicant applying for a certificate shall pay a fee of ten
dollars ($10) to the department
with an annual renewal fee of three
dollars ($3).
History: L. 1951, ch. 35, § 4; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-l0b-4; L. 1953, ch. 105, § 1; 1963,
ch. 122, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1953 amendment substituted
"committee"
for "department"
and deleted
"conducted
by the board of examiners
hereafter
provided"
after "examination"
in subsec. (b); added "with an annual 1·enewal fee of two dollars ($2)" at the end
of su bsec. ( c) ; and deleted su bsec. ( d)
relating to renewal. and reinstatement
fees.
The 1963 amendment raised the annual
renewal fee from $2.00 to $3.00.

Repealing Clause.
Section 2 of Laws 1953, ch. 105 provided: "Sections 58-15-6, 58-15-7, 58-15-8
and 58-15-9, Utah Code Annotated
1953,
are hereby repealed."
Cross-Reference.
Representative

committee,

58-1-5.

Collateral References.
Asylumse=:>3.
7 C.J.S. Asylums § 5.

58-15-5. Issuance of certificate of registration.-Any
person, firm,
association or corporation now engaged in any of the businesses enumerated
and covered by this act shall be, without examination, issued a certificate of
registration upon application therefor and payment ·of the registration fee,
provided said application is made on o,r before sixty d'ays from and after
the effective date of this act.
History: L. 1951, ch. 35, § 5; C. 1943,
Supp., 79-l0b-5.
Compiler's Notes.
This section now has no effect because
of its temporary nature in providing for
the licensing,
without
examination,
of
nursing homes which existed at the time
of the passage of Laws 1951, ch. 35, if
application and payment of fee were made

on or before sixty days of
date of ch. 35, which date
1951.
The Title of Act of Laws
purported to amend 58-15-5,
of the act amended 58-1-5.

the effective
was May 8,
1953, ch. 105
but the body

Collateral References.
Asylumse=:>3.
7 C.J.S. Asylums § 5.

58-15-6 to 58-15-9. Repealed.
Repeal.
i3ectious 58-15-6 to 58-15-9 (L. 1951, ch.
35, §§ 6 to 9; C. 1943, Supp., 79-lOb-6 to
79-l0b-9), relating to creation, compensa-

tion and duties of board of examiners,
right of applicants to appeal, and penalty
provision, were repealed by Laws 1953,
ch. 105, § 2.
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CHAPTER 16
OPTOMETRISTS
Section

58-16-1.
58-16-2.
58-16-3.
58-16-4.
58-16-5.
58-16-6.
58-16-7.
58-16-8.
58-16-9.
58-16-10.
58-16-11.
58-16-12.
58-16-13.
58-16-14.

Qualifications.
Requirements from applicants.
Fees-Photograph
required.
Examinations-Times
for holding.
When dispensed with-Reciprocal
licenses.
Fees.
License to be recorded.
License to be posted.
Certificate of identification.
Renewals.
"Practicing optometry" defined.
Minimum requirements in examinations.
Exemptions from operation of chapter.
"Unprofessional conduct" defined.

58-16-1. Qualifications.-Any resident of this state twenty-one years
old who possesses the necessary qualifications of learning and ability may
apply :for a license to practice optometry in this state.
History:

L. 1925, ch. 59, § 5; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 79-11-1.

Cross-References.
Committee for optometrists, 58-1-5.
Professional Corporation Act, 16-11-1 et
seq.
Construction and application.
Act must be construed as measure to
protect health and eyesight of people, and
court may not extend such purposes nor
construe it in such a manner as to grant
monopolies, regulate private business or
relationships,
grant special privileges, or
curtail normal human rights and liberties.
Golding v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32,
70 P. 2d 871.
Power to regulate practice.
In an action involving the issuance of
a certificate of registration
under C. L.
1907, 1686x to 1686x12, the court held
that the legislature
has power to define
and regulate practice of optometry, and, to
that end, to prescribe reasonable qualifications to be possessed by those who desire
to engage in practice,
and to provide
reasonable means by which such qualifications may be ascertained, in order to authorize those qualified to practice, and to

prevent those who are not, from doing so.
State ex rel. Hallen v. Utah State Board
of Examiners in Optometry, 37 U. 339, 108
P. 347.

Purpose of act.
These sections (R. S. 1933, 79-11-1 et
seq.) were enacted, not for purpose of
conferring any special privilege upon optometrists, nor to put any special restrictions upon them, but to preserve and
protect the public against quacks and
cha1·latans; and legislature felt that protection of eyesight was matter of public
concern,
and that
unqualified
persons
should not be permitted to practice.
In
other words, the :o.ct is for purpose of promoting general welfare and protection of
public. Golding v. Schubach Optical Co.,
93 U. 32, 70 P. 2d 871.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse,:;,4.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 12.
Optometry and other restricted
treatment of eyes, 61 Am. Jur. 2d 148, Physicians, Surgeons, and Other Healers § 24.
Constitutionality
of statutes and validity of regulations relating to optometry,
98 A. L. R. 905, 22 A. L. R. 2d 939.

58-16-2. Requirements from applicants.-Every appli0ant :for a license
to practice optometry must:
(1) Produce satisfactory evidence of good moral character and temperate habits.
(2) Be a graduate of a high school orr secondary school approved
by the department of registration, or have completed an equivalent course
of study as determined by an examination conducted by th.e department.
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(3) Be a graduate of a recognized school of optometry approved by
the department; provided, no school of optometry shall be approved by
the department unless it requires a course of study of not less than 2,000
hours.
(4) Have passed a satisfactory examirra,tion, including p:ractic,al demonstrations, in practical and theoretical optometry; physical optics; ooular
anatomy; physiology and pathology; tralllsposition and neutralization;
use
of trial case; practical use and findings of the ophthalmoscope, retinoscope,
ophthalmomefor and phorometer; frame bending and adjusting; and in such
additional subjects as may be prescribed from time to time by the depmrtment of registration to mee,t new conditions. No applicant shall be granted
a license who shall fail to obtain a general average of seventy-five peT cent
and at le-ast sixty per cent in each subject in such examin'ation.
History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, §§ 5, 7; R. S.
1933 & C. 1943, 79-11-2.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@=o4.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons
Validity
optometry,

§ 12.

of governmental
regulation
22 A. L. R. 2d 939.

of

58-16-3. Fees-Photograph required.-Every application shall be acexamination fee and a reMnt photograph of

companied by the required
the applicant.

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 6; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-3.

58-16-4. Examinations-Times
shall hold examinations
58-1-7.
tration

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@=o5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

for holding.-The
department of regisfor optometrists as provided in se•ction

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 7; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-4.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@=o5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-16-5. When dispensed with-Reciprocal licenses.-The
examination
of an applicant for a reciprocal license may be dispensed with under the
provisions of section 58-1-19, when the applicant appears before the department of registration and shows that his foreign license is then in force
and that he ha·s been a resident of the jurisdiction issuing such license
for one year next prior to the making of an applica:ti·on in this state, and
produc·es a favorable recommendation from the hoard of examiners in
optometry of said foreign jurisdiction.
History: L. 1925, ch. 59, § 12; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-5.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeorui@=o5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-16-6. Fees.-Fees shall be paid by the respective applicants as follows:
For an examination to determine his fitness to receive a license as a
registered optometrist, $20.
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For
For
For
For

a license as a registered optometrist, $5.
an examin.a,tion to determine his preliminary
a license without examination, $25.
a renewal of a license, $7.50.

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 13; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-6; L. 1963, ch, 123, § 1.

educa,tion, $10.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonscg:;,5 (2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1963 amendment increased the fee
for renewal of a license from $2.50 to
$7.50.

58-16-7. License to be recorded.-Each registered optometrist shall
record his license with the recorde·r of each county in which he desfres to
practice optometry. Renewals of licenses need not be recorded. Copies of
the original license shall be supplied by the department of registration on
payment of a fee of $1 for ea.ch copy.
&

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, §.8; R. S. 1933
c. 1943, 79-11-7,

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonscg:;:,5(4),
70 C.J.S, Physicians and Surgeons § 15.

Cross-Reference.
Recorder's fees, 21-2-3,

58-16-8. License to be posted.-Every holder of a license shall display
it in a conspic_uous place in his principal office or place of business or employment.
History:

L. 1925, ch. 59, § 9; R. S. 1933

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons~5(4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 15.

& C. 1943, 79-11-8.

58-16-9. Certificate of identification.-Whenever
a regis te!l'ed optometrist practices ·optometry outside of or away from his principai office Oil'
place of business or employment he shall deliver to each patient in his care
a certificate of identification. Such certificate shall contain his signature,
the number and date of his license, the post-office addiress, of his principal
office or place of business or employment, and the daite upon which the
certificate ·of identification is delivered to the pa,tient.
1

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 9; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-9,

58-16-10. Renewals.-Every
before the first day of April.
History:

Collateral References.
Physicians and SurgeonsP5(4).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 15.

license shall be renewed annually

L. 1925, ch. 59, § 10; R. S. 1933

& C. 1943, 79-11-10.

on or

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons<P5(1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 20.

58-16-11. "Practicing optometry" defined.-Any one or any combmation of the following practices constitutes the practice of optometry:
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(1) The examination of the human eye, without the use of drugs,
medicine or surgery, to ascertain the presence of defects or abno,rmal
conditions which can be corrected by the use of lenses, contact lense s,
prisms, 'Or ocular exercises.
(2) The employment of objective OT subje-ctive mechanic!al means to
determine the aMommodative or refractive state of the human eye or its
range or power of vision.
(3) The prescription or adaptation, without the use of drugs, medicines or surgery, of lenses, contact lenses, prisms or ocular exercises to
correct defects or abnormal conditions of the human eye or tJo adjust
the human eye to the conditions of a special oocupaition.
( 4) The dispLay of any sign, circular, advertisement or device, offering
to examine the eyes without the use of drugs, medicines or surgery, to :fit
glasse,s, to adjust frames, or to duplicate oir replace or accept f•o:r duplication or rep1acement any ophthalmic lens; an ophthalmic lens within the
meaning of this chapter shall be any lens which has a spherical OT cylindrical or prismatic power or vialue.
1

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 2; R. S. 1933
& C. 1943, 79-11-11; L. 1959, ch. 103, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1959 amendment inserted
lenses" in subds. (1) and (3).

"contact

What constitutes practice of optometry.
Advertisements
by optical company located in department
store of services of
licensed optometrists
employed by it, held
not in violation of this section. Golding
v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32, 70 P.
2d 871, distinguished
in 154 F. Supp. 692.
Where optical company employed optometrists but made no charge to patients for
services thereof, and optometrists made no
charge, and revenue was derived solely
from sale of glasses made by company,
from which optometrists were paid salary,
company could not be held to have violated subd. (4) of this section by engaging

in sharing in earnings
of optometrists.
Golding v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32,
70 P. 2d 871, distinguished in 154 F. Supp.
692.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons(§;:::>l.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 1.
Liability of optometrist
or optician for
malpractice, 51 A. L. R. 3d 1273.
One who fills prescriptions
under reciprocal arrangement
with physician or optometrist as subject to charge of practice
of medicine or optometry without license,
121 A. L. R. 1455.
Optometry as within statute relating to
practice of medicine, 22 A. L. R. 1173.
Validity of governmental
regulation
of
optometry, 22 A. L. R. 2d 939.
What constitutes
practice of "optometry," 88 A. L. R. 2d 1290.

58-16-12. Minimum requirements in examinations.-The nnn[mum requirementi3 of every examination of the eyes in the a:c.tuaJ. pira.ctice of
optometry as de:fined in the preceding section [58-16-11] shall consist of the
use of the ophthalmoscope, the retinoscope, the trial case and tests of the
ocular muscles; and the results of these tests shall be recorded on the
rec·ord of examination.
&

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 3; R. S. 1933
c. 1943, 79-11-12.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse=:o5(2).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 13.

58-16-13. Exemptions from operation of chapter.-The
sons are exempt from the operation of this chapte,r:
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(1) Persons authorized under the l'aws of this state to practice medicine and surgery.
(2) Persons who sell eyegl'asses on prescription of p:ersons making
the examination authorized under the laws of this state to practice either
optometry or medicine and surge,ry.
(3) Persons who sell eyegfasses or spootacles as articles of merrchandise; provided, (a) they do so in the orrdina,ry course of 1:lrade from pierm:anently located and established places of business; (b) they do, not traffic
or attempt to tr affic upon assumed skill in testing the eye and ada:pting
lenses the,reto; ( c) they do not duplicate or repface or accept for duplication
or replacement any lens or lenses unless they are exclusive wholesale optical
establishments; ( d) they do not use in the testing of the eyes lenses other
than the lenses actually sold; ( e) they do not give orr offer eyegl·asses o,r
spectacles as p;remiums.
1

&

History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, § 4; R. S. 1933
c. 1943, 79-11-13.

Department stores and optical companies.
Court could not extend statutes regulating practice of optometry to bar department store and optical company operating
concession from employing licensed optometrists to examine and prescribe for patients or from advertising services of such
optometrists, as statutes did not make such
practice illegal, and court could not cone.em itself with what legislature
should
have done, but only with statutes as they
were enacted. Golding v. Schubach Opti-

cal Co., 93 U. 32, 70 P. 2d 871, distinguished in 154 F. Supp. 692.
Employment of licensed optometrists by
optical company, which held concession
from department
store, for purpose of
examining patients' eyes and prescribing
lenses, and the advertising
of such services, was not against public policy and
would not be enjoined.
Golding v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32, 70 P. 2d 871,
distinguished in 154 F. Supp. 692.

Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeonse::,5 ( 1).
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 9.

58-16-14. "Unprofe,ssional conduct" defined.-The wo,rds "unprofessional conduct" as relating to the p•rac•tice of optometry are heTeby defined
to include:
(1) Practicing in the profession for money or any other thing of
value by fraudulent representation.
(2) Immoral or dishonorable conduct.
(3) Continuing pra0tice knowingly having an infectious or contagious
diseas·e.
( 4) Advertising by me-ans of knowingly false, deceptive or misleading
statements.
(5) Advertising any optical article for a stated price without also
stating in de,tail the quality, grade and special characteristtics of the
article.
(6) Advertising, practicing or attempting to practice under a name
other than his own.
(7) Habitual drunkenness or addiction to the use of morphine, cocaine
or other habit-forming drugs,.
(8) Employing either directly or indirectly any unlicensed opvom~
trist to perform any work specified herein.
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one's license or certificate to be used by anotheir.

(10) The making of false or misleading Sltatements in any adve•rtisement of treatment or business.
(11) Failing to comply with the provisions of section 58-16-12.
History:
L. 1925, ch. 59, §§ 3, 11, 15;
R. S. 1933 & C. 1943, 79-11-14.

Applicability of section.
Since no one not a member of a profession can be guilty of "unprofessional
conduct," this section applies only to licensed
optometrists.
Golding v. Schubach Optical
Co., 93 U. 32, 70 P. 2d 871.
Provisions
of this section relating to
advertising
apply only to licensed optometrists. Golding v. Schubach Optical Co.,
93 U. 32, 70 P. 2d 871.
Department
store and optical company
to which it leased concession could not be
guilty of unprofessional conduct under this
section, since section applies only to licensed optometrists,
and further,
since
optometrists
were exonerated
by court;
and the optometrists could not be held to
have aided or abetted store or company,
as the latter were guilty of nothing. Golding v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32, 70
P. 2d 871.

Powers of department.
It may well be doubted that department
has authority to promulgate rule making
it unprofessional
conduct for optometrist
to work for unlicensed person or firm.
Golding v. Schubach Optical Co., 93 U. 32,
70 P. 2d 871, distinguished
in 154 F. Supp.
692.
Collateral References.
Physicians and Surgeons@=l.
70 C.J.S. Physicians and Surgeons § 1.
Constitutionality
of statute or ordinance
prohibiting
or regulating
advertising
by
physician, surgeon, or other person professing healing arts, 54 A. L. R. 400.
Right of corporation, or individual not
himself licensed, to practice
optometry
through licensed employee, 128 A. L. R.
585.

CHAPTER 17
PHARMACISTS
Section

58-17-1.
58-17-2.
58-17-2.5.
58-17-2.6.
58-17-2.7.
58-17-2.8.
58-17-2.9.
58-17-3.
58-17-4.
58-17-5.
58-17-6.
58-17-6.5.
58-17-7.
58-17-7.5.
58-17-8.
58-17-8.5.
58-17-8.6.
58-17-8.7.
58-17-9.
58-17-9.5.

Qualifications for pharmacy license.
Requirements from applicants.
Service and experience requirement.
Year of service and experience-What
constitutes.
Applicants for certificate of registration to become pharmacy intern
-Requirements--Fee.
Proof of qualifications.
Certified pharmacy intern-Authority.
Disqualified on conviction of unlawful sale of narcotics, intoxicating
liquors or poisons.
Re-examinations.
Fees.
Application for registration
required before commencing businessContents.
Form-Permit
to conduct business-Annual
renewal.
Statement of change of name or ownership.
Pharmacy going out of business-Return
of permit-Information
to
board.
Fees.
"Wholesale pharmacy, drugstore, or drug business" defined.
"Retail pharmacy, drugstore, hospital pharmacy or drug business"
defined.
"Manufacturing
pharmacy, drugstore, or drug business" defined.
Pharmacy or drugstore-What
constitutes-Establishments
with inside signs "package drugs" or "drug sundries."
Advertising
of drug articles-Use
of words "packaged drugs" and
"drug sundries" on inside signs,
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